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e<?prer: :r. iheir evc^, The\ nc:.\: .t «  ::/:, :      /  '.:•    / ; ,.*: :*•„.:-
e'.en afier e.\pe^:e :o non-lu^Lou- -jminjr*
The nature of ar:\ cherrijal cnar^t br^^h: *.•*, „: \ !r.fr^-;cJ :,>}-
is unknown. \\"he:her :ke therapeutic ciA^t- iirj- duj ;"i .r} Jccrt; :. •
chemical as uell us thermal chance^ niu^t ft: the p^-jv* rcra.r .i
matter of opinion.
When the infra-red ra}^ pa>s into the r*.^.. T:cre ,\ ,; r^r ^f.'T^.iti.-n Frt ;n./
of radiant energy into thermal ererg}. Tnerc > j, jr^JLvtvn ,,' r.eu.: :':>;^'ij
along their path in the tissues down tj the !c\e! at mhUi 4J:e} are
stopped, arid if there is a sufficient ^ur/Jr, of radij^t ene^\ ;h^ h^ut
will be siifficient to cause a rise of temperature. When the boJ> i>
sufficiently near to an infra-red ray generator and the skin exposed to
the rays, the surface temperature \\l\l grad-ja!*:} ri>e and ian ea^ih
be made to attain the maximum value that the skin can toleraie. The
tissues beneath the skin mil likewise be heated, but there i> considerable
uncertainty as to the maximum dep;h at which a rise of temperature
can be produced.
By exposing the skin to Infra-red ra\s from an incandescent source
Sonee found a temperature of 117-S F. at a depth of 5 mm. mhen the
surface temperate re was 110-8'" F. When the ra>s \vere derived from
a non-Incandescent source, the temperature ai the same depth was
!0?: F. when the surface temperature was 114" F.
Loewy and Dorno used infra-red ra\s of long wa\e-length and found
a temperature of !00*4: F, at a depth of 10 mm. to 25 mm. Using
rays of short wave-length they noted a temperature of 104" F. at a
depth of 25 mm. On the other hand, Bachem and Reed were enable to
obtain rises of temperature at more than a relatively slight depth below
the surface. They found that the rays from the far region of the spectrum
had very little penetrating power, whereas those from the near region
were able to penetrate the skin and pass into the superficial fascia.
On account of the discrepancy In the findings noted abo\e it Is advis-
able to study the factors which decide the question of the depth to
which the infra-red rays can beat the body. These factors include the
penetrating power of the rays, the amount of energy conveyed by the
rays, and the action of the circulation in removing by convection.
Experiments were made by BL JL Taylor on a layer of horny tissue
that had separated from the skin of a subject	to ultra-violet
rays; he found that it stopped the	of all infra-red rays with
wave-lengths longer than 6/1, From experiments conducted on layers of
water in order to ascertain the tMckness that v^ouid stop the
of waves of different wave-lengths he found that a layer as         as
0-05 mm. stopped all the infra-red wave-lengths	2*8ju. As
the soft tissues of the living body contain a         proportion of mater, It
is improbable that	at more         a very	the

